
Air-fill 2–11" Rose balloons to 11" and tie the necks together to form a duplet. Air-fill another identical duplet and twist
the 2 sets together to form a 4–balloon cluster. Repeat the step above with 4 Yellow balloons inflated to 8 inches.

Air-fill 16–5" White balloons to 4 inches. Make 4–4 balloon clusters. Set aside for the collars for your column. Air-fill
2–5" White balloons to 3 inches and tie together low to allow more stretch. Air-fill 10–5" white balloons to 4 inches.
Make 2–5" balloon clusters. This will make the center portion of your polka dot flower.

Remove the stem from a gigantic Fresh Pick™ foil balloon. Inflate the stem with helium and use the flower for
another job.

Double stuff 2 Rose and 1 Goldenrod Polka Dot balloons into 3 Crystal Clear LINK-O-LOON® latex. Helium inflate
these balloons fully. Tie the Rose balloon to the balloon weight using an uninflated 260Q balloon. Link the balloons
together by tying neck to tail to build your column. Add the balloons from step 1 to create the base of your
column. Tie the balloon stem from step 4 directly to the tail of the LINK-O-LOON® on top. Add the White
balloon collars from step 2 between each link as shown in picture.

To make the polka dot flower, ULTRA HI-FLOAT® 5 Rose Polka Dot balloons and helium inflate to 10 inches. 
Tie all 5 balloons together very tightly. Do the same step with the Goldenrod Polka Dot balloons. To build
the flower, flatten the 5 pink Polka Dot balloons. Lay the 5 Goldenrod balloons on top. To secure, use the 2
balloon clusters from step 3. Take the balloons and pull apart as far as you can. Place one balloon at the
bottom of the stack. Hold in place with one hand and pull the other balloon through the complete stack
and lock the flower in place. Secure the flower to the stem with uninflated 260Q balloons. Project completed!
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